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How to become a professional writer: Six tips

Want to make a living out of your way with words? These top tips from the experts will

help.

Breaking into the writing industry can be daunting. With a range of competition and an

assortment of career paths, it’s hard to know where to start, but here are six starters for you

aspiring professionals to get on the road to getting paid!

1. Polish your portfolio

Gather all your previous work together to showcase your talent to potential clients and

employers. Make sure your selection of publications is up to date and makes your skills and

strengths shine.

It’s great to show variety and different sides of your writerly dice to demonstrate that your

talent is flexible, as well as high calibre.

2. Practice makes perfect



It sounds cliché, but it’s true - practice really does make perfect.

Revisiting and editing your writing with new perspectives will present you with

opportunities to improve your technique. Plus, it could help you find alternative working

methods or positionings on briefs.

Experimenting is worthwhile for aspiring professionals, to figure out your strengths and

identify what you need to work on.

3. Working with other experienced professionals

Having an insight into the ways of other professionals is vital to freshen up the way you

produce content.

Other professional writers can provide advice and insight, backed by years’ worth of

experience. Whilst some lessons you must learn for yourself, it’s worth getting your queries

answered by an expert who could give you some tips that have helped them first-hand.

4. Accept feedback and criticism



Feedback, good or bad, is one of the most useful things you can receive as a writer, and one

of the hardest things to get hold of - so be grateful when you receive it.

Being open and confident with your work, even if it faces criticism, is central to success as a

professional writer.

It’s good to be passionate about your work but try not to get too attached and take it

personally when it comes to feedback. Feedback is created with good intentions, not in

spite, and whilst you may not agree with every comment, hearing other opinions is key.

5. Make yourself known

Go to events, talk with other professionals, and get involved!

Gain as many connections as possible for your professional network so you can build up

relationships that you can benefit from in the future.

As pointed out by Dr Tim Gibson, senior lecturer at UWE Bristol, “Any freelancer will spend

at least a fifth of their time winning work, building relationships, and pursuing leads”, so the

bigger your network, the easier it may be to find openings.



It can be as simple as asking family and friends, local businesses, or start-ups if they know

anyone who could require writing work, and they could even be contacts who recommend

you to future clients.

6. Don’t give up, keep going

You won’t always get everything right, but don’t be discouraged, the art of writing is all

about learning and developing your skills. Any rejection or criticism is a lesson, and it is a

chance to improve your techniques. Keep pushing your own potential, reach out and chase

your dreams.

The transition into becoming a practiced writer, of course, will have its challenges, but by

putting the work in, keeping motivated and performing with 100% of your effort, you can

become a paid professional.


